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GROUP 6: FILM

I listened to a great 
movie last night…
Paying close attention to the sound of films can improve  
both your textual analysis and your film making

W ithin a few weeks of starting the IB film course, you 
should begin viewing movies in a different way. You 
will understand that film has it own language and that 

the purpose of this language is to create meaning. Just as a painter 
can use colour, texture, form and composition to create meaning 
and evoke emotion, film makers can use lighting, colour, costume, 
composition, camera angle and camera movement. IB film students 
don’t watch movies — they study them. It is an active process, not 
a passive one.

One of the most powerful ways a film maker can create meaning 
is through the use of sound, mostly through music and sound 
design. Ever tried watching a horror film with the sound turned 
off? Film teachers often say that an audience will tolerate poor 
camerawork or editing, but bad sound will always destroy a film. It 
is important to keep this in mind when you make your films.

The role of sound designer is one of the five options when you 
create your final IB film production (5 minutes for SL, 7 minutes for 
HL), so let’s examine the different ways sound design and music can 
create meaning.

Musical motifs
Like the motifs you might encounter in an English literature class, 
motifs in film can take many forms. One of these is the musical 
motif, a recurring musical theme that is often associated with a 
particular character.

Composer Hans Zimmer searched long and hard to create the 
perfect motif for the Joker in The Dark Knight. He needed something 
that suggested pent-up violence — something that was truly 
provocative and that audiences could actually dislike. Early versions 
included the sound of razor blades on piano wire. Eventually he 
settled on the sound of a taut string that gets tighter and tighter 
and never breaks. For a student, identifying this in the film is 
an important part of the textual analysis, but more important is 
recognising the intended effect. In IB film assessment, we call this 
director’s intention.

Over the past 2 years, many students chose The Night of the 
Hunter as the film for their oral presentation final assessment. The 
better presentations discussed the way Mort Schumann’s music 
created meaning. When Harry Powell, a preacher and serial killer 
with ‘Love’ tattooed on one hand and ‘Hate’ on the other, first 

Sound design and music are important elements to consider in 
both your textual analysis (the presentation) and your final film 
(production portfolio).

Exam links Robert De Niro 
and Jodie Foster 
in Taxi Driver

Questions and activities
Watch the first 45 seconds of Mathieu Ratthe’s short film ‘Lovefield’ 
in silence (www.tinyurl.com/lsum687). What type of music do you 
imagine is playing? What Foley sounds do you expect to hear? Now 
restart the film and watch it through with the sound turned on. The film 
has no dialogue. Listen to how Ratthe manipulates the audience and 
controls its understanding of what is happening onscreen through the 
use of music and sound design.


